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Wounded FBI agent Gray Harper will honor his dead partner by returning to work—as soon as the Bureau shrink clears him for duty. In the
meantime, a long vacation in his best friend's hometown sounds like the perfect distraction. But Nate Mathis has another plan. His twin sister,
Maggie, has a stalker, and Gray's the only one Nate trusts to catch the bastard. Admitting she's scared would bring the cavalry, and Maggie
Mathis has always taken care of herself. She certainly doesn't need a bodyguard. As far as she knows, Gray's in town to work as the Mathis
family's new business manager. That she's always found her brother's friend handsome is something she'll keep to herself. Gray's real job
would be a lot easier if he didn't have to keep his intentions from Maggie. It would also be easier if he didn't want to sleep with her. He
certainly shouldn't have kissed her good-night. There never should have been a second date. All too soon, the line between responsibility and
pleasure blurs. Gray hates to think of Maggie in danger. He hates that he thinks about Maggie too much, and of the day he won't be there to
protect her. Secrets aren't easy to keep from those you love, but Gray needs to guard several with his life…before he risks losing Maggie
forever.
RAVEN WITCH SAGA BOX SET RAVEN “I want to start by saying how epic this book was! I'm a teenager (I'm using my mum’s account)
and I felt this is (almost, it's definitely in the top 3) the best book I've read" "Refreshingly different from the usual YA novels" "There are so
many feelings you want to get back to. With books I want that Twilight feeling back, that Harry Potter feeling-and RAVEN gives it! I'm so
happy I get to look forward to a series that I love again" "I was gripped from start to finish. This book is a must for any Twilight fans out there.
Raven has everything you expect from a fantasy novel and more" "...the perfect book for the young (younger) adult reader who enjoys the
supernatural. It's easy to read, no sex or horrible violence, so it's very suitable for even younger readers" Shape shifters, witches, vampires,
werewolves, werecats, ghosts…. these are just some of the creatures you’ll find hiding in plain sight in a small Canadian town in British
Columbia. A town that is about to welcome a girl from England. A girl whose parents have mysteriously vanished. A girl whose life is about to
change beyond all imagination… After the inexplicable disappearance of Lilly Taylor's parents, she has no choice but to move to Canada
where she unravels some frightening yet intriguing family secrets... Her whole life had been based on a lie. Lilly had grown up in a loveless
home with a father who she had barely ever seen and a mother who was... well, not very motherly. After they mysteriously disappear without
a trace, Lilly is sent to Canada where she finds a whole new way of life. A life filled with love and people who care for her. But that's not all
she discovers, Lilly also finds out that she isn't who, or what, she thinks she is. Lilly has a very special ability and it's just a matter of time
before her true self starts to shine. And when it does, her life will never be the same again. DECEMBER MOON What would you do if you
found out you’re actually a descendant from a family of witches? And your best friend, who now lives on another continent, is in extreme
danger from one of the world’s most evil vampires? Would you do everything in your power to keep her safe? This is the very question
December Moon must answer. But first, she must delve into her family history and find out the truth about who she really is, and where she
comes from. Questions her quirky, yet dead, grandmother might be able to answer… THE LOST SOUL When December Moon starts hearing
strange voices in her head, it becomes clear that someone is in danger. But who - and where - is he? Best friends December and Lilly have
got their work cut out for them. Not only are they desperately trying to figure out the identity of the Lost Soul, and track him down, they've also
got to investigate why Powell River's newest red-hot resident has got all of their men falling at her feet. But when they learn that the Nephilim
might be involved, it becomes clear that they're ALL in extreme danger... A great series for lovers of Maggie Stiefvater, Stephenie Meyer, JK
Rowling & Jules Verne.
Catch up with the first four books in the New York Times bestselling series by Lisa Lutz, featuring the fearless private investigator Izzy
Spellman and her quirky, yet endearing, family of sleuths. This e-book box set features the first four books in Lisa Lutz’s bestselling Spellman
series, including: · The Spellman Files: Meet the Spellmans: a family of sleuths for whom eavesdropping is a mandatory skill, locks are meant
to be picked, past missteps are never forgotten, and blackmail is the preferred form of communication. The gunshot that set off the race of
irresistible and hilarious novels in the Spellman series—The wisecracking Spellmans truly put the "fun" in dysfunctional. · Curse of the
Spellmans: The knockout sequel to The Spellman Files features the same lovable family chaos—and even more bizarre twists and turns—as
Izzy undertakes some recreational surveillance of her own. Nominated for the Edgar Award for Best Novel of 2008. · Revenge of the
Spellmans: Third in the critically acclaimed series, Revenge of the Spellmans gives us another dose of smart-ass antics and a gut-busting
glimpse into the Spellman world. This time, Izzy is not only on the case, but also on the couch—in court-ordered therapy. While Izzy decides
whether she wants to stay in the family business, she tends bar and takes on the case of Ernie Black's not very suspicious wife. · The
Spellmans Strike Again: The fourth Spellman novel is packed with the most family drama yet. Izzy finally agrees to take over the family
business, and the transition is not a smooth one. This book proves beyond a reasonable doubt that no matter how much Isabel shrinks her
head, she will never be able to follow Rule #1: Act Normal.
He just wanted his exosuit back. She was out to save her brother. What they got were bloodthirsty aliens. And maybe the end of the world.
Prepare for 1,700+ pages of rip-roaring sci-fi shenanigans... "Extremely entertaining!" "This author KNOWS HOW TO WRITE AN
ADVENTURE STORY!!" "Suspenseful, funny, and compelling." "Sci-fi, dystopia, vampires, Star Wars references, and style. It has it all." In a
world devastated by alien invasion, Jarek and Rachel were never paragons of heroism. They survived, same as anyone else. They protected
what was dear—Jarek with his exosuit and beloved AI companion, Rachel with her brother. They kept things simple... until the raknoth came
and took it all away. Now, Jarek and Rachel will stop at nothing to protect what's theirs, even if it means swallowing their pride and working
together to survive. Because it turns out the raknoth are only the beginning of the bad news for Mother Earth... What do a smart-mouthed
sword-slinger and a surly arcanist have in common? Neither of them signed up for this crap. But together, they might just be strong enough to
finish it. Assuming they don't kill each other first... Are you ready to suit up and save the world? Grab the Complete 8-Story Collection today
to save 50% off the entire series, and prepare for a high-octane sci-fi romp you won't forget! Included in this set: - Soldier of Charity (Jarek's
prequel) - Cursed Blood (Rachel's prequel; exclusive to this collection) - Red Gambit (Harvesters Book 1) - Hell to Pay (Harvesters Book 2) Reaping Day (Harvesters Book 3) - Retribution (Harvesters Book 4) - Plus 2 more exclusive new Harvesters short stories: Scorched Earth,
and Jarek Slater and the Ballad of the Broken Glass Kids
When an elderly suicide bomber strikes a quiet English village, a once proud nation is brought to its knees. Yet this first attack is just the start
of something far greater and much much worse. The days to follow will determine if the United Kingdom has a future, or if it will be reduced to
anarchy and ashes. Only one person has a chance to halt the impending terror attacks: damaged ex-solider, Captain Sarah Stone. Sarah
despises her own country for what it did to her, and that's what makes it so hard when she is forced to save it, but when an old enemy takes
credit for the attacks, her thirst for vengeance forces her to take action. SOFT TARGET is the first in a series of books featuring acerbic
heroine Captain Sarah Stone and the Major Crimes Unit. It is a non-stop action thriller in the same style of Jack Reacher, Tom Clancy, and
24.
You have to know your enemy to defeat him. You have to survive long enough to find out who it is to have a chance. When an enemy sends
a surrogate to kill him, Adam Drake is caught off guard. He's used to being the hunter, not the hunted. But as the enemy keeps coming, he
senses there might be more at play than just someone who wants him dead. SOFT TARGETS is the sixth book in the Adam Drake thriller
series. If you like a "fast moving," "well-crafted plot" with "superb characters" that's "believable" and "front-page current," then you'll love the
latest installment of Scott Matthews's page-turning thriller series.
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This ebook explains how to build marketing hooks into your book, add depth to your characters, proofread your text, convert your book into
ebook format, and upload it for sale on Amazon Kindle.
Nightmares eventually become reality and Leia is thrust face to face with Devil. She never planned for her life to end up with an abusive
husband, a corrupt boyfriend, and being used by everyone including the Feds. Lies are told to protect people. Leia becomes Laurie while in
witness protection. In time, some people die, truths are revealed, and Laurie is forced to chose--to either fight or give up completely and let
the Devil have her soul. Will she be able to outwit the Devil or will she die trying? An action-packed, espionage romantic suspense thriller
series (2 books) that will keep you on the edge of your seat!
Soft TargetThe 2nd Spider Shepherd ThrillerHachette UK
To raise your literary profile and market your book, it is essential to secure positive reviews and endorsements from well-recognized and wellrespected literary experts. There are many pitfalls to avoid in this regard, like responding badly to negative reviews and leaving adverse
reviews of other authors’ books. In this brief, we explain from whom you should seek reviews and how best to approach them. You can also
set yourself up as an expert reviewer first before seeking reviews from others for your own book; we explain how to achieve this by joining the
right review sites (Goodreads, Shelfari and BlogTalkRaido), offering to do interviews, reviewing one of your reviewer’s books; writing good
reviews and always responding to any critics in a positive and polite manner, thanking them for their feedback even if their comments are less
than favourable or constructive.
Soft Target is the first book in a series of thrillers that follow the hunt for a nefarious killer. The book begins in famous US tourist destinations
where suicide bombers cause carnage, before attacking the United Kingdom. Multi-million selling author STEPHEN LEATHER reviewed this
book in the USA and described it as; `A CORKING STORY THAT KEPT ME HOOKED FROM START TO FINISH.` REAL REVIEWS One of
the best new thriller writers to come out of the UK for years. Soft Target won a `Readers` Book of the Month` award for December. His stories
are so real, they could be off the news. If you like real page turners, read Jones`s series. 10/10 STEPHEN LEATHER`S REVIEW "This was
one of the first Kindle books that I read, and it's a corker, up to the standards of Andy McNab and Chris Ryan. Fast-paced, tight prose, it kept
me hooked from start to finish. I'll definitely be reading more from this author." Author and biographer, Conrad Jones has produced nine
excellent thriller novels, a vampire horror series which begins with A Child for the Devil, and two biographies since 2007! He is a prolific new
thriller writer and one of the best to emerge from the UK for years. Florida based film makers have turned Soft Target into a screenplay. The
series has attracted over 200 five star reviews from his readers. If you are a thriller reader do not miss this series. London Book Reviews.
"Edge of the seat storylines. The series gets better with every novel." Kindle writers` forum.
Growing your brand in order to reach a range of audiences and convert readers into fans is important to both a book’s and an author’s
success. The Amazon Author Page provides a useful place for this, and will help readers discover your book. Similarly, Kindle Boards is an
invaluable discussion forum and information centre for authors publishing ebooks for Kindle, Nook and more. In this ebook, we explain how
you can use Author Central to personalize, modify and update the contents of your Author Page, and we provide useful tips on what to say,
how to handle yourself on the forums and how to drive readers from your postings on Kindle Boards right into the pages of your book.
Review Tank begins on the banks of the River Dee in the beautiful Roman built city of Chester. An end of term university party is being held
on a cruise boat, but the boat is the target of a huge terrorist attack, resulting in the death of hundreds of students. The attacks are laid firmly
at the door of Islamic extremists however all is not what it seems. The attack was planned to cover the kidnapping of a Saudi Princess, in an
attempt to force up the price of crude oil. Tank and the Terrorist Task Force are called in to lead the investigation. During the plot they
stumble over the suspected whereabouts of their Nemesis `Yasser Ahmed`, and their two worlds collide with devastating results. As thriller
writers go this guy is right up at the top!! --Turf Book Reviews Having enjoyed the first book, I was keen to see if the author could produce
another book to the same standard...and I wasn't disappointed. The depth of background information is educational and well researched, the
story is gripping and the characters are believable and have depth. This is an action packed, fast paced story and I did little else whilst
reading it - I couldn't bear to put it down. Congratulations to the author - can't wait for the next one. --Jo Hammond reviews Product
Description An action thriller written by new author Conrad Jones. This is a page turning Terrorist Special Forces thriller and is number 1 on
the kindle (War) listings. We found it a book we could not put down. The second in the series and we look forward to reading the next novel.
10/10 Real Reviews Best selling author STEPHEN LEATHER REVIEW Great fast-moving thriller, January 5, 2011 Stephen Leather - See all
my reviews (REAL NAME) This review is from: Soft Target (Soft Target Series) (Kindle Edition) This was one of the first Kindle books that I
read, and it's a corker, up to the standards of Andy McNab and Chris Ryan. Fast-paced, tight prose, it kept me hooked from start to finish. I'll
definitely be reading more from this author. On March 20th 1993 the Irish Republican Army exploded two bombs outside the restaurant that
he was managing resulting in the death of two young boys, who were shopping for mothers' day presents. The incident started a life time
interest in to what motivates terrorists, no matter what their cause. The shocking long term effects of such attacks on innocent people echo
through time.
Start a dangerous adventure with Carrie O'Connor—an elite covert operative of the mysterious CIS—who isn’t burdened by bureaucrats or
worried about rule books. Enjoy the first three thrillers in the best-selling Carrie Chronicles series: Priority Target – Book One She didn’t start
the fight, but she’ll gladly finish it… While confirming the elimination of a target during a drone attack, Carrie discovers a massive cover-up.
Now a target herself, she’s determined to find out who wants her dead and begins to cut through a complex web of lies and deceit. Even if it
means going to war with the CIA. With innocents killed and her own life at stake, how will Carrie survive so that justice is served? Codename:
Makarov – Book Two She’ll stop at nothing… Carrie, the fiercest CIS field operative, is in Pakistan for an extremely secretive meeting with
one of the local Taliban leaders, when she falls into a suspicious ambush that almost claims her life and suspects a mole inside her own
team. As she starts her search for the traitor, Carrie learns of a ruthless ex-KGB assassin, who may have been implicated in her father’s
disappearance in Moscow at the height of the Cold War. When she dives into this inquiry, she soon finds herself at the center of a decadelong intrigue. While trying to balance her feelings and rein in her emotions, Carrie is informed of her ex-partner, Justin Hall, who has gone
rogue in the lawless terrorist-infested badlands of Syria and Iraq. Carrie is determined to dispel the uncertainty about her father’s
disappearance and eager to bring Justin, the former love of her life, back home. Alone, she starts her most personal and dangerous mission.
Can she settle accounts once for all with the man who killed her father, and the traitor who betrayed her? Entry Point – Book Three Why
would a Taliban commander ask for her? Elite operative Carrie O’Connor survived Afghanistan twice and swore she would never go back.
Then, a known terrorist mastermind attacks a police station and shockingly turns his gun on his own men. When the smoke clears, he
surrenders, but will only speak with Carrie… Soon after arriving, as Carrie tries to uncover his motive, she discovers a treacherous conspiracy
involving the Taliban and the Russians to assassinate the US president. But a cloud of doubt remains: Is the president really the terrorists’
target? Or is he simply a diversion for something more sinister? Find out how Carrie will have to work both sides of evil to gain an Entry
Point… Reviews ????? "Ethan Jones has hit another home run with this new series. It's a real barn-burner, a real page turner that is nonstop
action from the first page…” ????? "...The action's relentless, the tension extreme and the characters remarkably good.” ????? "One of the
things you can count on with this author’s books is that you get drawn into the story very quickly and it’s hard to put the book down. I love
reading a female character that kicks butt but still has a soft side and Carrie does not disappoint.” ????? “Carrie O’Connor is on another wild
ride with danger or death at every turn; electrifying adventures and controlled chaos are always Carrie’s partners!" The Carrie Chronicles
Spy Thriller Series With hundreds of five-star reviews and thousands of sales and downloads. Each book is a clean, self-contained story
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without cliffhangers and can be enjoyed on its own. The Carrie Chronicles series has five books to date with book 6 being released in the
spring of 2022. This heart-pounding spy thriller series guarantees to satisfy, with well-crafted characters, captivating storylines, and pulsepounding plots. If Daniel Silva, David Baldacci, or Lee Child is one of your favorite authors, you’ll love this series by Ethan Jones, the
undisputed master of spy thrillers. Scroll up, click, and enjoy your heart-pounding new adventures now. Keywords thriller assassinations
conspiracies crime espionage military political psychological technothrillers terrorism suspense spy intrigue adrenaline blood war action spies
shooting revenge hostage ransom kidnapping security Justin Hall Carrie O’Connor CIA secret agent agents operatives clandestine covert
mission asset assets affairs explosion action & adventure war & military Somalia CIA

All five books in the Trials of Apollo series -- in a hardcover boxed set of heroic proportions. From The Hidden Oracle to the long
awaited The Tower of Nero, this collection will thrill loyal readers and be a go-to gift for new fans of the bestselling series. With five
books in one package, no one will miss a minute of the excitement.
Uniting the best of Michael Fagel and Jennifer Hesterman's books in the fields of homeland security and emergency management,
the editors of this volume present the prevailing issues affecting the homeland security community today. Many natural and manmade threats can impact our communities—but these well-known and highly respected authors create order from fear, guiding the
reader through risk assessment, mitigation strategies, community EOC planning, and hardening measures based upon real-life
examples, case studies, and current research in the practice. As terrorist attacks and natural disasters continue to rock the world,
Soft Targets and Crisis Management emphasizes the vulnerability of soft targets like schools, churches, and hospitals, and
presents the methodology necessary to respond and recover in the event of a crisis in those arenas. Features: Based on ASIS
award-winning texts Provides a multi-faceted look at crisis management principles Offers community-specific examples for diverse
locales and threat centers Includes up-to-date case studies on soft target attacks from around the world A must-read for security,
emergency management, and criminal justice professionals, Soft Targets and Crisis Management: What Emergency Planners and
Security Professionals Need to Know is a crucial text for practitioners seeking to make the world a safer place for others.
There is a reason Earth believes they are the pinnacle of advanced society. This digital box set contains Enlightened Ignorance,
Cabal of Lies, and Maelstrom of Treason, books four - six in the Opus X series from Michael Anderle. The past is fraught with lies
that could topple everything, sending humanity into a tail-spin. Is it possible to uncover the truth Jia and Erik are searching for,
without tearing apart the gossamer of ignorance and destroy the underpinnings of government? Both want the truth – but is
revealing the truth good for those around them? Buy now and start reading the second Opus X boxed set today!
Three page-turning action thrillers from the bestselling Spider Shepherd series: SOFT TARGET, COLD KILL and HOT BLOOD.
Soft Target When a group of armed police in an elite unit turn maverick and start to rip off drug dealers at gunpoint, undercover
cop Dan 'Spider' Shepherd is ordered to infiltrate the tight-knit team. Facing men with guns is nothing new for the former SAS
trooper, but it's the first time he's had to investigate his own. As Shepherd finds himself in the firing line, he has to decide exactly
where his loyalties lie. Cold Kill People-smuggling, counterfeit currency and attempted murder. It's all in a day's work for
undercover cop Dan 'Spider' Shepherd. But what starts as a run-of-the mill investigation quickly turns into a matter of life and
death when he uncovers a terrorist cell on a mission of death and destruction. With the clock ticking and the explosives primed,
Shepherd and his colleagues realise that to avoid catastrophe, they have to be even more merciless than the terrorists. Hot Blood
Now working for the Serious Organised Crime Agency, undercover cop Dan 'Spider' Shepherd is used to putting his life on the
line. But when the man who once saved his life is kidnapped in the badlands of Iraq, thrown into a basement and threatened with
execution, Shepherd has to decide whether his loyalties lie with his country, his career, or his friend.
The US government spends billions of dollars to secure strategic and tactical assets at home and abroad against enemy attack.
However, as "hard targets" such as military installations and government buildings are further strengthened, vulnerable soft targets
are increasingly in the crosshairs of terrorists and violent criminals. Attacks on crowded spaces such as churches, schools, malls,
transportation hubs, and recreational venues result in more casualties and have a powerful effect on the psyche of the populace.
Soft Target Hardening: Protecting People from Attack, Second Edition, continues the national dialogue started by the first edition
by providing case studies, best practices, and methodologies for identifying soft target vulnerabilities and reducing risk in the
United States and beyond. Soft target attacks steadily climbed in number and scale of violence since the first edition of this book.
New tactics emerged, as terrorists continually hit the "reset button" with each attack. In this volatile, ever-changing security
environment, plans to protect people and property must be fluid and adaptable. Along with new hardening tactics, such as the use
of tactical deception to disguise, conceal, and divert, the author has updated the text with new case studies to reflect and respond
to the fast-moving transformation in methods from more complex and organized forms of terror to simpler, yet still-devastating
approaches. This book is a must-read for those who secure, own, and operate soft target facilities, and for citizens who want to
protect themselves and their families from attack. ?Soft Target Hardening, Second Edition, was named the ASIS International
Security Industry Book of the Year in 2019.
The second book in the bestselling Dan 'Spider' Shepherd series. There's only one thing more dangerous than a corrupt cop . . .
and that's a corrupt cop with a gun. When a group of armed police in an elite unit turn maverick and start to rip off drug dealers at
gunpoint, undercover cop Dan 'Spider' Shepherd is given his most dangerous mission so far. Shepherd is ordered to infiltrate the
tight-knit team, to gain their confidence and to ultimately betray them. Facing men with guns is nothing new for the former SAS
trooper, but it's the first time he's had to investigate his own. And the job couldn't have come at a worse time for him. As Shepherd
finds himself in the firing line, he has to decide exactly where his loyalties lie.
"Rocket-paced suspense."--Jeffery Deaver Four children's lives hang in the balance. A vicious criminal is on the loose. With law
enforcement at a dead end, there's only one man who can recover the hostages--Jonathan Grave. FBI Special Agent Irene Rivers
is horrified to learn that because of mistakes made by agents under her command, a murderer and child molester will walk free.
When Irene's own daughters become the monster's next targets, she reaches out in desperation to an elite Special Forces
operator. His name is Jonathan Grave. For Grave, results matter more than procedures. Together, they discover a new kind of
justice--and a new breed of evil. . . Praise for John Gilstrap "One of the finest thriller writers on the planet." --Tess Gerritsen "If you
like Vince Flynn and Brad Thor, you'll love John Gilstrap."--Gayle Lynds "Gilstrap will leave you breathless."--Harlan Coben
"Gilstrap pushes every thriller button."--San Francisco Chronicle "A great hero, a really exciting series."--Joseph Finder 40,000
Words
A website and blog can build your author brand and showcase your book. In this book, we explain how to choose a suitable domain name
and what rich content and key words you should include. Your website should be inviting and easy to navigate, and it should be as
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professional as your writing in order to attract visitors. We explain the number of ways you can track your visitors and sell your book to them.
We also guide you on how to create your own successful blog (web log) and set up a book blogging tour, and, for the more technologically
minded, we explain more about the use of video blogging and podcasting as a book-promotion tool.
A provocative look at one of Canada's biggest tragedies On March 16, 2005, almost twenty years after one of the biggest mass murders in
Canadian Aviation history, the Air-India Case concluded with a verdict that authors Zuhair Kashmeri and Brian McAndrew predicted sixteen
years ago when Soft Target was first published: not guilty. In this second edition, the two offer a detailed foreword that brings readers up-todate with some startling new information surrounding the twin bombings on June 23, 1985 in the air over the Atlantic, and on the ground in
Japan, which left 331 people dead. They offer key details from the trial of Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri that took place in a
specially-built Vancouver courtroom, leads that were not followed up, and more details of India's intelligence service's clandestine
interference in Canada. They explain how their own prediction that justice would not be found because of a botched investigation came true,
and that only a public inquiry will offer closure to the families of the victims.
Vietnam War hero and master sniper Bob Lee Swagger must call on his deadly talents to protect his family from an old foe
In this ebook, we discuss how to effectively use social media channels to promote your book and your brand. Twitter, for example, is the
largest social bookmarking site on the Internet today, with over 500 million users in 2012. It enables users to read and reply to short textbased messages (‘tweets’), and helps users generate a following. When linked to other social media channels, such as Pinterest, for
example, it can be a useful promotional tool for your book. Likewise, we explain how social cataloguing websites like Shelfari, with its book
clubs and forums, and Goodreads, which allows users to rate and review books, can help you and your book to reach its intended market.
FBI profiler Jeff Crandall returned to Fiddler, Idaho, to work on new Bureau protocols in peace…and because he hasn't been able to stop
thinking about Abby Quinn. Kind, beautiful and quietly sexy, the petite rancher next door is loved by the entire town but keeps fiercely to
herself. She's a mystery that doesn't want to be solved, though he's desperate to try. Whether that interest is professional or personal is a
question he'll sort out later. Abby knows sharing her secrets would bring death and destruction to Fiddler. She survived her childhood, barely,
but a long list of stepfathers weren't nearly so lucky: their bodies are buried across the country, waiting to be discovered. The best protection
is silence, anonymity and isolation, though the handsome agent next door seems hell-bent on destroying all three. And he just keeps kissing
her… When Jeff is called in to investigate an interstate serial killer case spanning two decades, Abby knows it's only a matter of time before he
connects the dots, sees her for who she really is and walks away. But it's when he's standing in the crosshairs of Abby's past that Jeff faces
his biggest challenge yet: how to give the woman he loves the life she doesn't believe she deserves. Book two of Agents Undercover This
book is approximately 90,000 words
This proceedings volume includes articles presented during the Advanced Research Workshop on Soft Target Protection. The book presents
important topics related to the protection of vulnerable objects and spaces, called Soft Targets. The chapters published in this book are
thematically assigned to the blocks as follows: Theoretical aspect of soft target protection; Blast resistance of soft targets; Counter terrorism;
Technical and technological solutions for soft target protection; Scheme and organizational measures; Blast protection and Forces for soft
target protection. In this book, the reader will find a wealth of information about the theoretical background for designing protection of soft
targets, as well as the specifics of protecting objects in armed conflict areas. New methods and procedures applicable to the soft target
protection are described.
"New York Times" bestselling and Pulitzer Prize-winning author Hunter combines the raw grittiness of 1945 Iwo Jima with the mystique of the
samurai culture to create his best thriller to date.

A follow-up to "Dead Zero" finds retired marine sergeant Ray Cruz confronting a band of terrorists who have taken over
the Mall of America, where they begin to systematically execute more than one thousand hostages.
April 1294. With David returned from Ireland and Anna from Avalon, the time has come to confront the traitors who
sought to assassinate David and take his throne. But before that can happen, David is tested yet again by his inability to
account for everything or everyone in his life--and especially the magic that surrounds him. Champions of Time takes
place immediately following the events of Outpost in Time and Shades of Time, the previous books in the After Cilmeri
series.
Earl Swagger is a lawman just returned from World War II to Hot Springs, Arkansas, where his latest battle is with the
Mafia and the corrupt men who run the casinos.
“A harsh, visceral, novel of conspiracy and betrayal . . . a distrubing mix that plays on our sense of history while at the
same time it appeals to our darkest fantasies of rough justice.”—Chicago Tribune The inspiration for the USA Network
series Shooter He was one the best Marine snipers in Vietnam. Today, twenty years later, disgruntled hero of an
unheroic war, all Bob Lee Swagger wants to be left alone and to leave the killing behind. But with consummate
psychological skill, a shadowy military organization seduces Bob into leaving his beloved Arkansas hills for one last
mission for his country, unaware until too late that the game is rigged. The assassination plot is executed to
perfection—until Bob Lee Swagger, alleged lone gunman, comes out of the operation alive, the target of a nationwide
manhunt, his only allies a woman he just met and a discredited FBI agent. Now Bob Lee Swagger is on the run, using his
lethal skills once more—but this time to track down the men who set him up and to break a dark conspiracy aimed at the
very heart of America.
"You will not sleep until you are finished with AGENT ZERO. A superb job creating a set of characters who are fully
developed and very much enjoyable. The description of the action scenes transport us into a reality that is almost like
sitting in a movie theater with surround sound and 3D (it would make an incredible Hollywood movie). I can hardly wait
for the sequel."--Roberto Mattos, Books and Movie ReviewsVENGEANCE ZERO is book #10 in the #1 bestselling
AGENT ZERO series, which begins with AGENT ZERO (Book #1), a free download with nearly 300 five-star
reviews.When a minor terrorist group, looking to make its mark, aims to take out a "soft target" in the United States-one
relatively unguarded yet which can be hugely damaging to the U.S.-the race is on for Agent Zero to discover their object
and stop them before it's too late.Yet Zero faces his own battles: when he is targeted for assassination and someone
close to him ends up the victim instead, it sends his life into a downspin, and allows him only course of action:
vengeance.Will Zero be able to save the target-and himself-before he spirals out of control?VENGEANCE ZERO (Book
#10) is an un-putdownable espionage thriller that will keep you turning pages late into the night. Book #11 (ZERO ZERO)
is also available."Thriller writing at its best."--Midwest Book Review (re Any Means Necessary)"One of the best thrillers I
have read this year."--Books and Movie Reviews (re Any Means Necessary)Also available is Jack Mars' #1 bestselling
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LUKE STONE THRILLER series (7 books), which begins with Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a free download with
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